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Abstract
The contemporary housing environment in Europe is changing dynamically, influenced by factors related to the struggle 
against climate change and adverse demographic phenomena. The pace of change has also increased in response to the 
challenges posed by the pandemic, conflicts and the energy crisis. These reasons have started a process of change in the 
approach to the design of residential areas, directing the attention of designers towards meeting the needs linked to creating 
housing architecture that implements the postulates of connection to nature, inclusivity in response to cultural diversity, 
and sustainable design by extending the residential space to include rooms or facilities with a different use. The aim of the 
research presented in this paper was to diagnose the factors that influence the creation of an interior space that is conducive 
to intergenerational and intercultural integration. The study was carried out under the FRSE, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway 
grants programme (EOG/21/K4/W/0048W/0175). By assessing the elements of an interior’s composition, the factors that 
exclude as well as activate its space were examined, as were the spatial conditions that affect building its place-based identity 
and which influence its activation. The study’s conclusions are illustrated using projects prepared by second-year, first-cycle 
students at the Faculty of Architecture of the Cracow University of Technology, enrolled in Architecture and Architecture in 
English programmes. 
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1. Introduction 
This research was conducted as a part of the Space for 
Integration project. Under the FRSE programme, Ice-
land, Liechtenstein, Norway Grants, Nature, Heritage, 
People is based on the programme’s priorities: innova-
tion, social inclusion, combating climate change, pro-
moting culture, civic attitudes and social justice. Imple-
menting these postulates in architecture is important for 
the creation of spaces aimed at satisfying needs at one’s 
place of residence. A functional and accessible living 
space is fundamental in this respect. The functionality 
of one’s place of residence is a factor that determines 
its value (Roulac, 2007), which is reported as one of 
the most important in user preference studies (Kauko, 
2006; Thorkild, 2006). At present, as a response to de-
mographics, issues of accessibility and adaptability to 
changing needs, particularly in terms of seniors, are also 
increasingly being considered in the assessment of this 
parameter (Phillips 1999; Hwang, Cummings, Sixsmith, 
Sixsmith, 2011; Wiles et al. 2012; Ossokina, Arentze, 
van Gameren, 2020). Researchers emphasised the im-
portance of designing functional spaces that are safe, 
accessible and comfortable for people of all ages and 
levels of ability in residential areas. Research points to 
the impact of the human environment on people’s physi-
cal and mental health (Evans, 2003; Chu, Thorne, Guite, 
2004; Guite, Clark, Ackrill, 2006; Clark et al. 2007; Coo-
per et al. 2010; van Dyck et al., 2015). The pandemic has 
shown that one of the key factors here is contact with 

nature (Rice, 2020; McNeely 2021; Navaratnam et al., 
2022), as well as social integration (Fossati, 2018; Sand-
ers 2020). 

2. Objective, scope, method
This research was conducted as a part of the Space for 
Integration project. Nature, Heritage, People aimed to 
identify factors that foster social inclusion in interior de-
sign. In the project’s first stage, this was performed by 
analysing the literature to trace changes in the perception 
of users’ needs in relation to interiors. In the next stage, 
based on the results and in situ research, factors that 
are currently considered significant in the evaluation of 
architectural interiors were identified. A survey was then 
conducted among a group of 46 young designers and 
architecture students, in which respondents were asked 
to rate which factors they considered most important 
for perceiving a space as inclusive. The survey’s conclu-
sions have been illustrated using projects prepared by 
second-year, first-cycle students at the Faculty of Archi-
tecture of the Cracow University of Technology, enrolled 
in Architecture and Architecture in English programmes.

3. Residential interior design – evolution of needs
In the second half of the twentieth century, apartment 
interior designs were determined by Modernist ideas, 
where form was subjected to function as per Louis Sul-
livan’s words ‘form follows function’. Applied art ob-
jects, thanks to the emergence of new materials and 
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technologies, have become a form of decoration for 
ornament-free interiors (Pile, 2005). The open plan and 
the resulting flexibility of the space were a response to 
the differing needs of the residents. The change in social 
and cultural norms, most evident in the end of racial dis-
crimination and the strengthening of the role of women 
in public life, has been reflected in housing design. Fur-
ther spatial changes were linked to the appearance of 
mass culture – radio and television initiated a unification 
of space, through mass-distributed and copied content. 
At present, the concept of a functional apartment interior 
has evolved and methods such as Human Centred De-
sign which use empathy-based preference research are 
increasingly being used alongside compositional prin-
ciples and functional guidelines found in textbooks (e.g., 
Neufert). Demographic phenomena such as the ageing 
of the population and climate change have made the 
personalisation of interior spaces essential to meet the 
changing needs and lifestyles of today’s residents. Eco-
friendly materials and a reduction in energy consumption 
are supported by increasingly technologically advanced 
facility automation systems, resulting in ever greater 

comfort while reducing negative environmental impact.
In addition, priority is given to accessibility for people of 
all ages regardless of ability level, ensuring that architec-
tural barriers are removed and the right amount of space 
or adequate lighting is provided. Finally, the contempo-
rary housing environment is not only about residential 
and ancillary spaces, but also about shared spaces and 
amenities to promote community formation and social 
interaction, (Lim, Hae-Won, and Hyunsoo Lee, 2018) 
such as shared workspaces, gardens including rooftop 
or fitness rooms or estate clubs (Photos 1–6).
After the pandemic, a further trend of locating additional 
spaces within the housing unit became apparent (Kocur-
Bera, 2022). Residents chose to dedicate parts of their 
living spaces to ancillary functions for work or leisure. 
After a period of confinement, they can serve as integra-
tion spaces in response to the state of isolation enforced 
by regulations during the pandemic. 

4. Interiors for the integration of cultures  
and generations: Activation spaces
Previously, the design of inclusive interiors was mainly 
considered in service and public buildings, in work and 



Ill. 1. Accessibility of the housing environment – Tromso 
Strandkanten (author: P. Haupt)



Ill. 2. Accessibility of green areas – Tromso Strandkanten  
(author: P. Haupt)



Ill. 3. Common spaces – integration sites, Tromso Strandkanten  
(author: P. Haupt)



Ill. 4. Interior accessibility – Narvik foyer (author: P. Haupt)
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educational environments (Steinfeld, Maisel, 2012; Halder, 
Santoshi, Lori Czop Assaf, 2017). At present, due to the 
emergence of additional functions which integrate local 
communities in the housing environment, it is also an im-
portant factor of residential interior architecture. Through 
appropriate space design, we can create spaces that sup-
port intercultural and intergenerational cooperation in com-
mon areas. They serve to promote social attitudes such as 
respect and acceptance of diversity. They support the pro-
cesses of promoting shared values and communication.
Design for multicultural and multigenerational users re-
quires consideration of diverse needs and preferences. 
The provision of space for social distancing, which is dif-
ferent from culture to culture, plays a key role (Ashihara, 
1970). Appropriate distances can also serve to increase 
the functionality of the manoeuvring space for a person 
using mobility enhancing orthopaedic equipment or with 
a guide. Another essential factor is the careful use of co-
lour, which is related not only to psychological aspects 
such as the effect of colour on humans (Bai, 2010), but 
also to the symbolism of colours in different cultures 
and religions. Distinctive colours and motifs can create 
a welcoming, inclusive environment, providing a sense 
of security and comfort in an interior through conscious 
sensations, but also subconscious perception based on 
references to memories, including the atmosphere of 
one’s family home. 
Natural elements, such as plants or natural materials, 
can create a sense of calm and well-being and encour-
age residents to meet and socialise (El-Ghobashy, Mo-
saad, 2016; Qiu 2018). Providing contact with nature 
through visual linkages or extending interior spaces to 
include terraces or green roofs, is essential for human 
mental health. 
The legibility of space provided by appropriate design, 
but also by orientation points and visual information 

systems, can help users to navigate a space, regardless 
of their cultural or generational background. The devel-
opment of common spaces, especially informal ones, 
also encourages interaction and strengthens the sense 
of community among residents from different cultural 
and generational backgrounds. In design, feedback from 
users obtained, e.g., in participatory activities, or the joint 
adaptation of interiors during use, is important.
An architectural interior is a place of a person’s daily life 
and also where changes that occur in their life take place. 
Hence, the preferred feature in inclusive interior design is 
the flexibility of the space, the ability to adapt it as needs 
change. Studies on the desired behaviour of users through 
appropriately designed interiors indicate that actions with-
in such spaces can be influenced by properly designing 
them (Niedderer, Clune, Ludden, 2017; Celadyn, 2020). 
This relationship can be used to create activation spac-
es that support the processes of development, learning, 
sustaining fitness or social inclusion. The key here is to 
create a friendly and safe atmosphere, the potential for 
arranging different functional layouts and lighting scenes 
to create zones for different activities in the interior. These 
processes can also be supported by the use of multime-
dia technologies, e.g., long-distance distance communi-
cation. The acoustics of a space can affect the ability of 
users to communicate effectively. It is worth considering 
the use of sound-absorbing materials and designing the 
space to minimise noise and disturbance. 

5. Factors that facilitate inclusive design
Based on the literature review presented, as well as in-situ 
research conducted as a part of the Space for Integration. 
Nature, Heritage, People project under the FRSE, Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, Norway Grants programme, factors that in-
fluence an interior’s inclusivity were isolated. The criteria 
for selecting the aspects included in the study were the 
correlations found in the literature. The most common 
factors are the architectural accessibility of the building, 
the functional layout expressed in zoning and visual con-
nections, compositional legibility achieved through orien-
tation points and the originality of the overall architectural 



Ill. 5. Common spaces – integration sites, Tromso Strandkanten  
(author: P. Haupt)


Ill. 6. Extended space, Contact with nature (author: P. Haupt)
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Ill. 7. Factors that affect the inclusivity of an interior’s spaces. (author: P. Haupt) 

Ill. 8. Key factors for inclusive design (author: P. Haupt)

Ill. 9. Building type versus inclusive design (author: P. Haupt)
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idea, the use of colour, detail and lighting, mood, sensory 
stimuli and potential for contact with nature. 
A total of 46 architecture programme students and 
graduates took part in the survey. Of all the respondents, 
87% reported coming into contact with the concept of 
inclusive design and considered it in their design deci-
sions (Ill. 8). When asked what they thought was the 
most important type of social inclusion, more than half of 
the respondents stated that all types of inclusion, from 
intergenerational, cultural, gender and people with spe-
cial needs were equally important. Almost 40% of the 

respondents were of the opinion that the most crucial 
thing for the inclusivity of a space is its universal acces-
sibility. More than 50% of respondents felt that the most 
common application of inclusive design principles was 
in the design of cultural facilities, almost 20% felt that 
it was in educational buildings, and 13% felt that it was 
in the housing environment (Ill. 9). When asked which 
type of integration they had encountered in interiors, the 
respondents reported that one can find themselves most 
often in interiors designed to universal design principles 
and for persons with limited mobility (Ill. 10).

Ill. 10. Types of integration considered in contemporary projects (author: P. Haupt)

łączenie 
pokoleń / 
integrating 
generations

równość płciowa /  
gender equality

integracja kulturowa /  
cultural integration

Zaburzenia wzroku /  
Visual impairment

Zaburzenia 
słuchu / Hearing 
impairment

Trudności  
motoryczne /  
Motor difficulties

dostępność / accessibility 1 (52,2%) 2(30,4%) 3 (41,3%)  1 (78,3%)

elementy interaktywne /  
interactive elements

2 (43,5%) 3 (34,8%)  

oryginalność koncepcji /  
proposal originality

3 (26,1%) 2 (32,6%)    

możliwość relaksu /  
opportunity to relax 

3 (30,4%) 3 (26,1%)   2 (45,7%)

przytulność wnętrza /  
cosiness

   

elementy multisensoryczne /  
multisensory elements

1 (67,4%) 1 (54,3%)  

wykorzystanie koloru /  
use of colour

1 (39,1%) 3 (28,3%)  2 (50,0%)  

punkty orientacyjne /  
orientation points

   

detal architektoniczny /  
architectural detail

1 (47,8%)    

oświetlenie / lighting  2 (50,0%)  

powiązania z naturą /  
linkages with nature

   

aktywizacja / activation 3 (26,1%)    

wyraźny podział na strefy 
funkcjonalne /  
clear functional zoning

2 (39,1%)   3 (37,0%)

połączenia wizualne /  
visual linkages

Table 1. Significance of design factors for different integration types  (author: P. Haupt)
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Afterwards, each respondent was instructed to list three 
factors each from those identified in the literature – the 
most relevant factors for integration in terms of genera-
tions, gender, cultures (Table 1). Accessibility was iden-
tified as the key functional parameter in all cases anal-
ysed, being considered most important for connecting 
generations by more than half of the respondents. To 
this end, the importance of clear functional zoning was 
also noted – by almost 40% of the respondents. Among 
compositional aspects, colour was considered the most 
important, and its significance for cultural integration 
and gender equality was recognised by 39 and 28% of 
respondents, respectively. When assessing non-spatial 
factors, respondents pointed to the possibility of relax-
ation and activation as parameters that influence genera-
tional bonding and a sense of social justice in the context 
of gender. Relevant to the discipline were the responses 
that an original design proposal was more important 
than orientation points in an interior. It can therefore be 
concluded that a skilfully designed space, subject to 
a strong overarching idea, contributes to a space’s mem-
orability and a sense of safety and comfort. In the sum-
mary of the survey, more than 50% of respondents said 
that a properly arranged interior space supports social 
integration processes.

6. Conclusions 
Designing a functional and accessible space in a place 
of residence involves considering the needs and prefer-
ences of residents, including those with special needs. 
The significance of spatial and non-spatial factors that 
influence the inclusivity of a housing environment lies 
in creating a friendly and accessible space for all of 

a community’s members. An inclusive housing environ-
ment fosters social cohesion, improves quality of life and 
promotes a sense of belonging among residents.
Spatial factors such as accessibility, functional layout, 
lighting, colour and acoustics are key to creating a physi-
cally inclusive housing environment. These factors ensure 
that the housing environment is safe, comfortable and 
easy to navigate for all residents, regardless of their physi-
cal abilities or needs. Non-spatial parameters that combine 
community engagement, social contact, flexibility, sustain-
ability and affordability are equally important in creating an 
inclusive housing environment. These factors promote so-
cial cohesion, prevent exclusions, promote environmental 
sustainability and ensure economic accessibility for differ-
ent types of residents and families. An inclusive housing 
environment also fosters economic and social benefits for 
the wider community, such as reduced healthcare costs, 
increased civic engagement and support for mental health. 
Therefore, the importance of spatial and non-spatial fac-
tors that affect a housing environment’s inclusiveness is 
crucial in promoting an equitable and inclusive society. The 
results of the study showed that a well-designed interior 
space can support such processes.
Based on the investigated elements of inclusive design, 
in 2022 second-year architecture students of the Cracow 
University of Technology designed a residential unit in 
a single-family housing complex for a person with a dis-
ability in the Krakow area, while students of the Architec-
ture in English programme were tasked with designing 
the interior of a room with an additional function for so-
cial integration in a suburban area. The projects served to 
implement the idea of inclusion in the housing environ-
ment of a city and its suburbs.
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Wnętrze wspierające rozwój dziecka. Artur Piwowarczyk



Wnętrze dla osoby starszej. Natalia Ptasińska



Wnętrze integracji społecznej. Zuzanna Mikołajczyk



Wnętrze wspierające rozwój dziecka. Maja Ciurkot
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Wnętrze wspierające rozwój nastolatka. Daniya Amangeldy
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Integracja kultur. Moodboard Łukasz Dorynek

ŁUKASZ DORYNEK, YEAR II, SEMESTER III,INTERIOR DESIGN,
GROUP LEADERS: DR INŻ. ARCH. MAŁGORZATA PETELENZ, DR INŻ. ARCH. PAWEŁ TORINTERIOR DESIGN- WORKSHOP OFFICE

Projektowanie inkluzywne. Zespół mieszkaniowy z jednostką dla osoby słabowidzącej. Małgorzata Trybuła



Projektowanie inkluzywne. Zespół mieszkaniowy z jednostką dla osoby słabowidzącej. Małgorzata Trybuła Projektowanie inkluzywne. Zespół mieszkaniowy z jednostką dla osoby słabowidzącej. Małgorzata Trybuła





Zespół z przestrzeniami integracyjnymi. Julia Dziedzic



Zespół z jednostką dla osoby poruszającej się na wózku. Anna Stachowicz



Zespół z jednostką dla osoby z niepełnosprawnością. Aleksandra Słowik
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Wnętrze wspierające rozwój dziecka. Adrian Harasiuk

Wnętrze wspierające rozwój dziecka. Dimitar Dmitrov

DIMITAR DIMITROV
POLITECHNIKA KRAKOWSKA
INTEGRATED DESIGN 2022/2023LEADING TEACHER: DR. ARCH. MALGORZATA PETELENZ

INTERIOR DESIGN PLANS
INTERIOR WALLS
VISUALISATIONS

EAST WALL 1:25

WEST WALL 1:25

FLOOR PLAN 1:50

MAIN
COLOR

PALETTE

CREAM COLOR PEACH COLOR TURQUOISE

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER WITH PETS
INTERIOR DESIGN

DESCRIPTION
THE FUNCTION OF THE HOUSE FOR INTERIOR
DESIGN IS CHILD DEVELOPMENT WITH PETS.
THE ROOM IS EQUIPED FOR SMALLER DOGS
AND CATS.

1

2

3

4

ROOMS

VESTIBULE

ENTRY SPACE

TOILET

MAIN ROOM

AREA

3.00 m2

5.54 m2

2.32 m2

38.0 m2

N



Integracja kulturowa. Wnętrze inspirowane kulturą Japonii, Antoni Brzozowski



Zespół z jednostką dla osoby z niepełnosprawnością. Hanna Lechowska


